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Press Release Summary: Innovative Car Diagnostic Tools are 
showing a steady increase in online demand for DYI car 
enthusiasts and diagnostic vehicle repair shops. With new 
vehicle technologies DIY vehicle owners and top of the line 
repair facilities demand a easy to use, quick, and reliable 
diagnostic scanning tool. Gone are the days when an auto 
repair person could diagnose a vehicle problem using a timing 
light to fix the vehicle.  

Press Release Body: Innovative Car Diagnostic Tools are showing a 
steady increase in online demand for DYI car enthusiasts and 
diagnostic vehicle repair shops. With new vehicle technologies DIY 
vehicle owners and top of the line repair facilities demand a easy to 
use, quick, and reliable diagnostic scanning tool. Gone are the days 
when an auto repair person could diagnose a vehicle problem using a 
timing light to fix the vehicle. 

Today's top DIYers and top car repair facilities must be able to read a 
vehicle's diagnostic trouble codes, live vehicle sensors, 



inspection/maintenance system test results to determine the service a 
vehicle requires. Saving money on costly diagnosis time is a necessity 
for auto repair facilities. Time is money and the car diagnostic tools 
available at One-Stop-Electronics will save you time so you can fix it 
right the first time. 

With this growing car diagnostic tools demand, One-Stop-Electronics 
has created a car diagnostic tools interface supply website to supply 
these high end diagnostic needs. One-Stop-Electronics has modified 
the hardware interface design to support the latest software browser 
for automotive diagnostics, data acquisition and virtual dashboards. 

You will find innovative car diagnostic tools that work with the On 
Board Diagnostic - OBDII Solutions, includes scanner, code reader, 
key programmer, clear codes, read sensors and service resetting and 
more! 

Available car diagnostic tools for sale on the website include ALDL, 
BMW Scanner, Carradio Code Calculator, KWP2000, NEC Programmer, 
SI-Reset, Star Diagnostics, Techopro, and Uniscan. Hot and in demand 
Interfaces include: Carsort, Chiptuning, ELM, Nissa, Opel, and VAG. 

Vehicle Brands include: Audi, Bosch, BMW, Citroen, Chrysler, Fiat, 
Ferrari, Hyundai, Mercedes, Opel, Renault, Seat, Skoda, and 
Volkswagen. 

Prices are lower than the regular online brand name price since One-
Stop-Electronics has partnered with several top notch firms to pass 
their buying power on to you! 

All orders offer free shipping and the safe, secure PayPal payment 
processor. 

For more information, please visit One-Stop-Electronics at 
http://www.one-stop-electronics.com/ Call +852 29409172 or 
email: poseidon.cindy@gmail.com or chat to 
flukehandy@hotmail.com.  
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